Rotterdam Digital Map

Have a look at this digital map of Rotterdam where you’ll find the must-see places of the city, and Nannette’s recommended places to eat, drink, party, and more!
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Urban Espresso Bar - Nieuwe Binnenweg 263, 3021 GD Rotterdam

@uebar

Want to have a taste of a well-balanced espresso with a load of silky smooth foam? Then [https://urbanespressobar.nl/](https://urbanespressobar.nl) is the right place for you. They also offer breakfast, lunch, and even drinks, which are prepared with seasonal and organic products.

Heilige Boontjes - Eendrachtsplein 3, 3015 LA Rotterdam

@heiligeboontjes

This is one of Nannette’s favourite cafés in Rotterdam. “Heilige Boontjes” (translates as Holy Beans) was established by a cop and a reintegration expert to help juvenile delinquents get back into regular society, and it is one of the most popular coffee places now. Want to know more about this place? Check it out: [https://www.heiligeboontjes.com/](https://www.heiligeboontjes.com/).

Man Met Bril - Vijverhofstraat 70, 3021 EN Rotterdam

@manmetbrilkoffie

The name translates as ‘man with glasses’, weird we agree but they roast awesome coffee! Want to sit down, relax, and have a good chat with friends while drinking some great quality coffee? Well, [https://www.manmetbrilkoffie.nl/](https://www.manmetbrilkoffie.nl) is just the place for you!

Florentina Chocolates - Witte de Withstraat 9a, 3012 BK Rotterdam

@florentina.chocolates

Are you someone that has a sweet tooth – especially for vegan homemade chocolates and sweets? Then [https://www.florentinachocolates.nl/over-florentina/](https://www.florentinachocolates.nl/over-florentina/) is what you’re looking for. From chocolates to juices, cookies and jams, Florentina Chocolates is more than just a chocolate store – it’s a vegan Walhalla for chocolate lovers.

Nine Bar - Botersloot 44A, 3011 HH Rotterdam

@ninebarrotterdam

With its name referenced from an optimal espresso that’s made with a pressure of 9 bar, Nine Bar’s ultimate goal is to give the best coffee experience to coffee lovers who want to take a break from the outside world offering coffee and sandwiches, smoothies, and cakes. Click here for more: [http://nine-bar.com/](http://nine-bar.com/).
TOP RESTAURANTS IN ROTTERDAM

* * * AFFORDABLE PRICES
* * * LESS AFFORDABLE PRICES
(BUT WORTH IT)

Café Marseille - 1e Middellandstraat 16B, 3014 BD Rotterdam
@marseille_rotterdam

Oh! At Café Marseille you almost smell the Mediterranean sea. Classic French cuisine in a modern atmosphere, from croissants & cafe au lait to dinner & drinks and everything in between. Particularly when the weather allows and you can sit outside on the large terrace you feel as if you are in the south of France. [https://www.cafe-marseille.nl](https://www.cafe-marseille.nl)

Mangiare - Van Oldenbarneveltstraat 150, 3012 GX Rotterdam
@mangiarerotterdam

This Italian restaurant has two locations and both have their own charm, one within walking distance of the Schouwburgplein, the other close to the Markthal. Try the mixed antipasto, the grilled carrots are a delight! [https://www.mangiarerotterdam.com](https://www.mangiarerotterdam.com)

La Pizza - Scheepstimmermanslaan 21, 3016 AD Rotterdam
@lapizzarotterdam

This is pizza heaven in Rotterdam and the quality is that great you can bring Italian friends without feeling embarrassed. It’s pizza as pizza should be. [https://www.lapizza.nl/home/](https://www.lapizza.nl/home/)

Hotel New York - Koninginnenhoofd 1, 3072 AD Rotterdam
@hotelnewyork

Hotel New York is located in the former headquarters of the Holland-America company and from this location many people have left Europe hoping for a better future in North America. Now it hosts a hotel, a conference centre, a café and a restaurant. Just go there, it’s a fascinating place and the sea platter is gorgeous. [https://www.hotelnewyork.nl](https://www.hotelnewyork.nl)

Restaurant Bazar - Witte de Withstraat 16, 3012 BP Rotterdam
@bazarrotterdam

Imagine yourself on a faraway vacation spot in a vibrant setting, with eye-catching Oriental lanterns, and staff from all over the world. Seems exciting, right? Check out Restaurant Bazar and have a taste of good quality Oriental dishes. Click here: [https://www.restaurantbazar.nl/en/restaurant/](https://www.restaurantbazar.nl/en/restaurant/)
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TOP RESTAURANTS IN ROTTERDAM

AFFORDABLE PRICES
*** LESS AFFORDABLE PRICES (BUT WORTH IT)

De Harmonie - Westerlingel 95, 3015 LC Rotterdam

If you get reason to celebrate (the close of a business deal?) De Harmonie is a great place to enjoy a French culinary experience. Check it out: http://restaurant23.deharmonierotterdam.nl/. And if the weather allows, get a table in the garden, it’s heaven on earth.

The Millen - Weena 686, 3012 CN Rotterdam

Wonderful food in a wonderful atmosphere – good place to talk business, whilst savouring nice food: https://restaurantthemillen.nl/.

Restaurant Amarone - Meent 72-A, 3011 JN Rotterdam

With a classic French cuisine and some subtle Japanese influences and techniques, https://restaurantamarone.nl/ is the place to enjoy a surprising meal accompanied by great wines.

The Millen - Weena 686, 3012 CN Rotterdam

Wonderful food in a wonderful atmosphere – good place to talk business, whilst savouring nice food: https://restaurantthemillen.nl/.

Fitzgerald - Gelderseplein 49, 3011 WZ Rotterdam

Named after the famous writer Francis Scott Fitzgerald who said: “Too much of anything is bad, but too much Champagne is just right.” I could not agree more! https://www.restaurantfitzgerald.com/.

Heroine - Kipstraat 12, 3011 RT Rotterdam

In a historical building, the team of Heroine will provide you with a chef’s menu of 5 or 7 courses, with beautiful accompanying wines in a nice modern surrounding https://restauranttheroine.nl/.

Restaurant Amarone - Meent 72-A, 3011 JN Rotterdam

With a classic French cuisine and some subtle Japanese influences and techniques, https://restaurantamarone.nl/ is the place to enjoy a surprising meal accompanied by great wines.

The Millen - Weena 686, 3012 CN Rotterdam

Wonderful food in a wonderful atmosphere – good place to talk business, whilst savouring nice food: https://restaurantthemillen.nl/.
TOP COCKTAIL PLACES IN ROTTERDAM

Amehoela - Mauritsweg 33, 3012 JT Rotterdam
@amehoelarotterdam

Let’s translate it as no nonsense, but it might be worthwhile to check the translation with your Dutch EAIE colleagues. If you can pronounce the word after a few cocktails, you’re a hero!
https://www.amehoela-rotterdam.nl/

Ballroom - Witte de Withstraat 88b, 3012 BT Rotterdam
@ballroomrdam

Besides being a restaurant that serves nice food, http://www.ballroomrotterdam.nl/ is also quite famous for its variety of Gin & Tonic. It’s G&T time!!

Supermercado - Schiedamse Vest 91, 3012 BG Rotterdam
@hola.supermercado

This Latin-American restaurant offers a variety of meat, vegetarian, and vegan food options. From ceviche to rib eye, this place also offer homemade lemonades and delicious cocktails to get your night going. Find more information on: https://supermercadorotterdam.nl/.

Mavis - Westzeedijk 68a, 3016 AG Rotterdam
@mavisrotterdam

“Sit down for an evening at the bar, enjoy your favourite cocktail with global cuisine to match, and dance the night away”. Seems intriguing, doesn’t it? That’s all you need to know to enjoy a night of https://www.mavis-rotterdam.nl/en/.

Williams Canteen - William Boothlaan 5A, 3012 VG Rotterdam
@williamscafe

Not just a creative kitchen for food and bites, but absolutely smashing good cocktails! (be careful when you have meetings the next morning!) http://williams-cafe.com.
**TOP CAFÉS IN ROTTERDAM**

- **Boudewijn** - Nieuwe Binnenweg 53a, 3014 GD Rotterdam
  - @bbcboudewijn
  - Boudewijn is not just an ordinary café. This Belgian beer café brings a piece of Belgium culture to Rotterdam. Not only with its interior, but with its vast diversity of Belgian beers. Click here for more information: [http://www.bbcboudewijn.nl/home.html](http://www.bbcboudewijn.nl/home.html).

- **De Witte Aap** - Witte de Withstraat 78, 3012 BS Rotterdam
  - @dewitteaap
  - Lonely Planet called it the best bar in the world, so I'd say check it out yourself – the Witte de With is a fun location anyway for a night out. [https://www.dewitteaap.nl/about](https://www.dewitteaap.nl/about).

- **Bokaal** - Nieuwemarkt 11, 3011 HP Rotterdam
  - @bokaalrotterdam
  - Bokaal is a lovely city café and beer bar in Rotterdam, where you can enjoy a variety of nice drinks without any fuss. Interested in visiting, you can more information on: [https://bokaalrotterdam.nl/](https://bokaalrotterdam.nl/).

  Close by, Pierre is another nice hangout for drinks and bites in a relaxed atmosphere: [https://www.pierrerotterdam.nl](https://www.pierrerotterdam.nl).

- **Grand Café - Restaurant Loos** - Westplein 51, 3016 BM Rotterdam
  - @grandcafeloos
  - Located in the monumental Atlantic House, [https://www.loosrotterdam.nl/](https://www.loosrotterdam.nl/) is one of the most well-known grand cafés in Rotterdam. And it serves decent food too.

- **Cafe Bonaparte** - 117-A, Nieuwe Binnenweg, 3014 GJ Rotterdam
  - @bonaparterotterdam
  - Without a doubt, the best drag bar in Rotterdam where late at night the party always gets going: [https://cafe-bonaparte.business.site](https://cafe-bonaparte.business.site).
De Doelen - Schouwburgplein 50, 3012 CJ, Rotterdam.
@dedoelenrotterdam
De Doelen is a classical concert venue. From live music to numerous workshops, De Doelen is a must for classical music lovers. More information can be found here: https://www.dedoelen.nl/nl/.

BIRD - 26, Raampoortstraat 24, 3032 AH Rotterdam
@birdrotterdam
Have a look at this establishment featuring live music, international cuisine, a bar, and a terrace. Truly some of the best live jazz & pop music in Rotterdam. Interested to know more? Click here: https://bird-rotterdam.nl/.

Cafe Dizzy - 's-Gravendijkwal 127, 3021 EK Rotterdam
@jazz_cafe_dizzy
Close to the EJM office and where the foundations of jazz are encouraged and practiced on a nightly basis. It has that sassy jazzy vibe: https://dizzy.nl.

LantarenVenster - Otto Reuchlinweg 996, 3072 MD Rotterdam
@lantarenvenster
LantarenVenster is the theatre for film and jazz music in Rotterdam. With numerous film screenings, lively concerts and festivals, there is always something to do at https://www.lantarenvenster.nl/#2022-07-04.
Jordy’s Bakery (Nieuwe Binnenweg) - Nieuwe Binnenweg 97A, 3014 GG Rotterdam
@jordysbakery
Jordy’s Bakery offers high-quality nutritious breads that are prepared with pure and fresh ingredients. Their bread assortments are a great way to start your day. One of the two establishments is located at Nieuwe Binnenweg, close to the ELM office. More information can be found here: https://jordysbakery.nl/.

Vlaamsch Broodhuys (Meent) - Meent 8-A, 3011 JJ Rotterdam
@vlaamschbroodhuys
A baker’s café where delicious breads, pies and deli products are made fresh daily with the best-quality ingredients. This popular bakery is a good place to start your morning. One of the two establishments is located at the Meent. Click here for more information: https://www.vlaamschbroodhuys.nl/.

Bertmans - Karel Doormanstraat 292, 3012 GP Rotterdam
@bertmansrotterdam
Nutritious dishes from pure seasonal ingredients. Bertmans offers a variety of healthy dishes - including vegan and vegetarian meals - ranging from yoghurt, toasts, pancakes, and organic juices.

By Jarmusch - Het Industriegebouw, Goudsesingel 64, 3011 KD Rotterdam
@byjarmusch
“Breakfast is the most important meal of your day and that’s why we serve it all the way you want it, all day long!” - https://byjarmusch.nl/. This is a great place to enjoy pancakes, acai bowls, and fresh juices.
TOP MUST-SEE PLACES IN ROTTERDAM

Rotterdam Central Station - 3013 AJ Rotterdam
@stationrotterdamcentraal
The main railway station of Rotterdam where you can use the bus, tram, metro, and of course the train.

Kabouter Buttplug - Eendrachtsplein, 3012 LA Rotterdam
@kabouterbuttplug
You’ve got to meet him. Santa Claus (or “Kabouter Buttplug” as he is called in Rotterdam) is a statue of the American artist Paul McCartney, and he marks the start (or end) of a route passing 17 large indoor statues on the Westersingel. It’s worth the walk (and it is less than a kilometre next to the water in the direction of the Central Station).

Erasmus Statue - GC. Grootekerkplein, Rotterdam
@erasmusstatue
The Statue of Erasmus is a public monument by Hendrick de Keyser in Rotterdam, the Netherlands.

Cube Houses - Overblaak 70, 3011 MH Rotterdam
@cuberotterdam
The Cube Houses in Rotterdam are one of the city’s most iconic attractions. They are a set of innovative houses built in Helmond and Rotterdam in the Netherlands, designed by architect Piet Blom and based on the concept of “living as an urban roof”: high density housing with sufficient space on the ground level, since its main purpose is to optimise the space inside.

Erasmus Bridge (The Swan) - Erasmusbrug, 3011 BN Rotterdam
@erasmusbrugrotterdam
Erasmusbrug is a combined cable-stayed and bascule bridge, construction began in 1986 and was completed in 1996. It crosses the Nieuwe Maas in the centre of Rotterdam, connecting the north and south parts of this city, second largest in the Netherlands. It is called The Swan due to its white color and similarity to a swan.

DePOT Boijmans Van Beuninjen - Museumpark 18, 3015 CX Rotterdam
@depotboijmans
Depot Boijmans Van Beuningen is an art depot of Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen in Rotterdam. It is the first publicly accessible art depot in the world.

Euromast - Parkhaven 20, 3016 GM Rotterdam
@euromast
Being one of the most popular sight-seeing spots, Euromast offers a breathtaking panoramic view of the metropolis of Rotterdam.

Sylvette – Pablo Picasso & Carl Nesjar – Westersingel, Rotterdam
@sylvette(picasso)
Sylvette is the title of the portrait of a young woman with the ponytail painted by Pablo Picasso. Picasso created 40 works inspired by her. As the inspiration for some of Picasso’s most famous paintings, Lydia Corbett’s was the face that launched a thousand French ponytails. This statue was made in collaboration with Norwegian sculptor, painter and graphic artist - Carl Nesjar.

Kabouter Buttplug - Eendrachtsplein, 3012 LA Rotterdam
@kabouterbuttplug
You’ve got to meet him. Santa Claus (or “Kabouter Buttplug” as he is called in Rotterdam) is a statue of the American artist Paul McCartney, and he marks the start (or end) of a route passing 17 large indoor statues on the Westersingel. It’s worth the walk (and it is less than a kilometre next to the water in the direction of the Central Station).

Erasmus Bridge (The Swan) - Erasmusbrug, 3011 BN Rotterdam
@erasmusbrugrotterdam
Erasmusbrug is a combined cable-stayed and bascule bridge, construction began in 1986 and was completed in 1996. It crosses the Nieuwe Maas in the centre of Rotterdam, connecting the north and south parts of this city, second largest in the Netherlands. It is called The Swan due to its white color and similarity to a swan.